Abstract Some supervised tasks are presented with a numerical output but decisions have to be made in a discrete, binarised, way, according to a particular cutoff. This binarised regression task is a very common situation that requires its own analysis, different from regression and classification-and ordinal regression. We first investigate the application cases in terms of the information about the distribution and range of the cutoffs and distinguish six possible scenarios, some of which are more common than others. Next, we study two basic approaches: the retraining approach, which discretises the training set whenever the cutoff is available and learns a new classifier from it, and the reframing approach, which learns a regression model and sets the cutoff when this is available during deployment. In order to assess the binarised regression task, we introduce context plots featuring error against cutoff. Two special cases are of 
Introduction
Data mining tasks are characterised by the available data and the decisions that have to be made according to those data. Supervised (or predictive) problems are defined over an input (or feature) space X and an output space Y. If the output space is numeric (quantitative) we usually talk about regression problems, while if the output space is nominal (categorical) we usually talk about classification problems. However, things are more complicated than this. For instance, in this paper we consider the case where Y is numeric in the training data, but becomes nominal (actually Boolean, denoted by Z) during the deployment of the model. Let us consider an example.
Example 1 An estate agent has a database of possible customers who are interested in buying a house. The estate agent collects information about each customer and learns a model about the maximum mortgage that the customer can get from a bank. This is our regression model. On an everyday basis, several new properties enter the estate agent's portfolio. Each of them has a different price. Obviously, the estate agent only offers a property to those customers that can afford it, i.e., those that can get a mortgage for at least the property price. 1 That means that each property represents a genuine cutoff of customers, those who can afford the property and those who cannot.
We will use the term binarised regression problem for this type of problem, as the data are given like a regression problem but decisions are like in (binary) classification, as the only thing that matters is whether each new example is above or below the cutoff. Binarised regression problems appear in many situations, especially when there is an all-or-nothing reward (or loss) if the actual value is above (or, respectively, below) a given cutoff. This is usual whenever there is a discrete cutoff that implies a qualification, entrance, label or accomplished objective or when the output space represents a count [number of sales, calls, payments, complaints, failures, or any other quantity (Fawcett and Provost 1997) ], either originally or as a result of an aggregation operation over an indicator value in a datamart (Bella et al. 2014) .
The binarised regression problem appears naturally in many application areas. In fact, we have collected 20 datasets that will be used as binarised regression problems in our experimental section, apart from the running example shown above. The basic idea arising in all these cases is that, for many applications, we are interested in telling whether the predictions are above or below a given cutoff. This cutoff c can vary depending on the context and will critically determine the overall performance. This problem leads to the consideration of two basic alternatives:
• Reframing (post-binarisation) A natural (eager) approach would be to train a model on the original training data just once and then reframe its predictions using the cutoff c, once it is known, on the deployment data. In this paper, we understand reframing as follows: we train a regression model m regr and we predict class labels asẑ = 1{m regr (x) ≥ c}.
• Retraining 2 (pre-binarisation) A (lazy) alternative would be to wait until the cutoff c is known during deployment time, and only then the original output variable y in the training data is binarised as z = 1{y ≥ c}. This makes a new classification training set T = X, Z , from which a classification model m clas is trained. For each new instance x, the predicted class labelẑ = m clas (x) (1 or 0) is just used to make the decision. Note that this retraining has to be done each time the cutoff changes. Basically, the differences between both alternatives are (1) whether the discretisation is performed before or after training and, as a consequence, (2) whether the training data must be kept and used whenever c changes (retraining) or is just used once and for all (reframing) . Figure 1 shows these two alternatives graphically.
In this work we present these two approaches to the binarised regression problem, which can be applied to many realistic problems. Knowledge reuse (reframing) seems a more efficient approach than the systematic generation of throw away models (retraining) . This, and the possibility of using both classification and regression techniques, is the major reason for the study of these two options. These are two straightforward approaches. However, to our knowledge, there is no systematic study in the literature about which method is best and why. There might be several reasons for this:
-The binarised regression problem we describe here has not been fully identified as a standalone problem in data mining. -The learning techniques used for both approaches must be different (at most, we can use the same paradigm for both, such as a linear regression vs. a logistic regression, or a regression tree vs. a classification tree). -It seems, a priori, that the reframing approach has more advantages: the model is trained with a richer version of the output variable and there is no need to keep the training data. -While it is clear that the same performance metric should be used for both approaches, as the application is the same, the use of both regression and classification models may lead to confusion about this issue. In the framework of the binarised regression problems, this work makes the following main contributions: 1. We identify and analyse a diverse collection of scenarios depending on the context knowledge for the binarised regression problem. These scenarios are illustrated with examples in our experimental section. 2. We formalise the notion of error for this kind of settings. We derive context plots that show the average error w.r.t the operating contexts c. We call them the cutoff error (CE) plots. 3. We introduce two versions of these plots. The first one considers a uniform range of cutoffs and we call them the uniformly-distributed cutoff error (UCE) plots. Interestingly, we prove that, for the reframing approach using regression models, the area under this curve (A UCE ) is the mean absolute error (MAE). Also, if we just focus on a partial region of cutoffs, we derive that the area of this region corresponds to a clipped version of the MAE. 4. The second kind of plots considers the x-axis is weighted by the observed distribution on output value. These are called output-distributed cutoff error (OCE) plots. In other words, the distribution of contexts is taken according to the observed prior p(Y ). We will discuss whether, in absence of knowledge about the distribution of operating contexts, this assumption is preferable or not over the uniform distribution, and hence its area, A OCE , is preferable over the A UCE . 5. We study the properties of both plots and their interpretation as evaluation metrics in this problem and also as general evaluation metrics for regression models. 6. We analyse the use of these plots and metrics in a case study, where we study both the reframing and retraining approaches, showing the usefulness of the newly introduced plots and metrics. 7. We perform a systematic study for the reframing and retraining approaches with a repository of binarised regression problems, analysing whether one approach is better than the other. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 states the problem and gives a taxonomy for the binarised regression problems. The error function and the corresponding expected error expression are also introduced in this section. Section 3 derives the UCE curves and shows that the area under these curves for a regression model equals the MAE, including the correspondence for partial regions. Section 4 introduces the OCE curves. Section 5 briefly analyse the behaviour of the constant models, especially the role of the median model and the extreme models. Section 6 elaborates a case study with the example we have used in the introduction and illustrates the new plots and metrics with it, as well as the reframing versus retraining dilemma. Section 7 performs a series of experiments to see the performance of the two different approaches. Section 8 discusses some related work and Sect. 9 closes the paper and outlines some future work.
Binarised regression problems
After the motivation in the previous section, we will now be more precise about the specification of the binarised regression problem. The input space is denoted by X, the original (numerical) output space is denoted as Y, its discretisation is denoted as Z = {0, 1}, m regr denotes a regression model trained from a dataset T = X, Y , with vectors X and Y of the same size n taken from sets X and Y respectively, m clas denotes a classifier trained with T = X, Z , where the vector Z , also of size n, is taken from Z. We will use a somewhat abused set notations for elements in these vectors (as if they were ordered multisets). We hence refer to instances by their index, soẑ i denotes the predicted class label for example i given by m clas or by applying the cutoff c tô y i , the estimation made by m regr . With m we will denote whichever model (m regr or m clas ).
Problem setting
We first define the notion of operating context: Definition 1 Given a dataset T = X, Y where Y = R, the operating context c ∈ Y is defined as the value that determines a cutoff that splits the set Y (or its prediction Y ) into two disjoint sets: the values y i (orŷ i ) that are above and below c, respectively. Therefore, when the operating context is applied to the actual values y i , the original regression problem turns into a new classification problem which leads to the retraining approach, where a classification model m clas can be learned. Alternatively, when the operating context is applied to the predicted valuesŷ i given by the regression model m regr we have the reframing approach. To be able to analyse and compare both approaches, we need to relate classification errors on Z and operating contexts.
Given the cutoff c, an error is any case where z andẑ differ (in the retraining approach, using a classification model) and the cases where y andŷ are on different sides of the cutoff (in the reframing approach, using a regression model). These errors are known as false positives F P and false negatives F N .
The error function for each example is then defined as follows:
where C F P and C F N are the misclassification costs of false positives and false negatives respectively. Note that if C F P = C F N = 1, then Q i would be 1 for misclassification and 0 otherwise.
Definition 2
The average error for a dataset with n examples with respect to a cutoff c is
For equal unitary misclassification costs, the above is equivalent to the misclassification rate. As we are considering that the context c changes, we are interested in the error for a range of contexts. If we know or assume a distribution of contexts, we can define the expected average error as:
Definition 3
The expected average error for a dataset under a context distribution w(c) is
Q(c)w(c)dc
It is then clear that if we are given an operating context c [or a context distribution w(c)] and we have to choose between several models, the model with lowest Q(c) (respectively, L) will be preferred. However, a more useful and common question is when we want to do model selection and evaluation and we do not yet know the operating context or its distribution. Or, in other words, we would like to know how well a model behaves for a range of operating contexts. In the classical classification problem, this problem has been well-studied (works on ROC analysis and other related areas) and similar approaches exist for the regression problem. However, to our knowledge, this is not the case for the binarised regression problem.
When presenting a series of tools in the following sections, we need to bear in mind the distinction between model selection and model evaluation. Model selection can be done with some information or all information available about the context and the training dataset, whilst model evaluation will be done with a test dataset with all the information.
A taxonomy of binarised regression problems
In this section we devise a taxonomy of binarised regression problems depending on the factors involved in the process. Then, we discuss for each case how to apply and evaluate the retraining and reframing approaches and to use the cost plots introduced in this paper.
The binarised regression problems are characterised by the following features that determine the context: the cutoff distribution and its range. According to the degree of knowledge about these two features of the context that we may have during training, we distinguish the following cases (from more to less information):
(a) we know the exact cutoff. Case a is the simplest one. In this scenario, there is no need of learning a regression model since the problem can be solved directly by using the cutoff in the training stage. First, the problem is binarised by using the cutoff and, then, a classifier is learnt. However, for the rest of the cases, the performance of the models for the range of possible cutoff values which we are interested in must be examined. For cases c and d, where no information about the cutoff is available, uniform-distributed or the outputdistributed cutoff may be the most straightforward assumptions as we will discuss in the following sections, being the uniform distribution especially applicable when we want to focus on a small region 3 of cutoffs. Otherwise, the problem could not be solved.
Focussing on cases b and c, we have considered six possible binarised regression scenarios (types) which are shown in Table 1 . In the second column, we consider different cases for the true distribution of cutoffs (w), which can follow a uniform distribution, be similar to the output distribution observed in the training set or any other distribution. The third column shows the range of this distribution as Full or Region, depending on whether we expect a wide range or a narrow range of cutoffs, respectively. The fourth column shows whether each type of problem can be considered common or not whereas the fifth column shows which error measures would be recommended for each case (which will be seen in the next sections).
A collection of datasets from common repositories (The keel-dataset repository 2002; Bache and Lichman 2013) can be found at http://www.dsic.upv.es/~flip/ BinarisedRegression/. For each problem, we have included information about the binarised regression task, the distribution and regions of cutoffs that make more sense for the problem, as well as the C F P versus C F N costs. These datasets have also been used in the experiments in Sect. 7. The repository features three datasets for which the cutoff has a narrow uniform range (type 2), seven with a wide output-distributed range (type 3), one with a narrow output-distributed range (type 4), eight with a wide range with any other distribution (type 5) and one with a narrow range with any other distribution (type 6). There are no type-1 problems in our repository since this situation is quite unlikely. In this collection, there are situations where a uniform distribution of cutoffs is observed for a region of interest (type 2). For instance, some problems depend on cutoffs that are established according to certain local or national normative or regulation such as the allowed acoustic noise level or the energy consumption required for building efficiency qualification. Usually, the interest in this kind of problems focusses on a small region of values for which we usually lack a clear information about whether it is 2, 4 or 6.
Type-3 problems have a wide range of cutoffs that are approximately distributed as the output variable. The running example introduced in Sect. 1 belongs to this type. Niche applications detected for type 3 have some common problem typologies:
-Supply-demand regulation, which includes all problems where we predict sales, trade, stocks, etc., and there is a supply-demand equilibrium, which aligns the cutoffs with the output values. -Trend sign detection, which includes all problems where we predict the change of a quantity in time and the decision is whether the value is higher or lower than the current value (so cutoffs are taken from the output values). -Who's above me niche, which includes all problems where an individual is interested in knowing the examples that are above itself, independently of the magnitude. Again, the cutoffs are samples from the output distribution.
For instance, Fig. 2 shows the distributions of mortgage amounts (which we called output value from the model) and property prices (the true cutoffs) for the running Example 1. In this case, both distributions are very similar and we can use the actual distribution of outputs as a surrogate of the distribution cutoffs. Hence, this example belongs to case b, is of typology 3 and corresponds to a 'supply-demand regulation' case.
CE curves
We first present a graphical way of analysing binarised regression problems for a range Note that the same plot can be drawn for the retraining approach, where each point of the curve would correspond to a different classification model m clas for the cutoff on the x-axis. That means that the CE curve for the retraining approach would not show the performance for one classifier, but for a procedure that generates a possibly different classifier for each point. Figure 3 shows the CE plot for the running Example 1. The x-axis is drawn according to the cutoff distribution (i.e., the actual mortgage distributions shown on top of Fig. 2 ). For the reframing approach, we have applied five regression algorithms (linear regression, kNN-median, kNN-mean, a regression tree, and quantile regression). For the retraining approach we have applied three algorithms (logistic regression, kNN and a decision tree). We have used a partition 50-50 % for training and test. For every curve, the area under the curve is the expected average error given in definition 3. This is the case because we are drawing the magnitudes on the x-axis using the cutoff distribution w, which magnifies (widens) those regions where cutoffs are more likely according to w. Note that depending on the cutoff the best model changes and we see different dominance regions. In Sect. 6 we carry out a more detailed analysis of this case.
Note that if we chose the best model for each cutoff, i.e., the lower envelope of the CE plot, we would take the most of all models, by selecting the one that dominates in each region. We call this solution a hybrid model, and it is theoretically optimal if these regions can be perfectly determined for the test set. Also, these dominance regions are independent on the distribution. The problem, as we will see in the experimental section, is that it is not so easy to estimate these regions from the training (or validation) set and extrapolate them for the test set.
It is easy to see that there is no need to plot the curves from −∞ to ∞. If we are dealing with classification models, and if we assume that a classifier that is learned with all positives always predicts positive and a classifier that is learned with all negatives always predicts negative, we have that we only need to look at the plot between c min and c max , where c min = min{y : x, y ∈ T ∪ D} and c max = max{y : x, y ∈ T ∪ D}, where T is the training dataset and D is the deployment dataset. In other words, there is no need to plot beyond any of the observed (true) values in both the training and deployment datasets. Somewhat similarly, if we are dealing with a regression model, we only need to consider the set of actual values in the deployment dataset and the set of predictions for this dataset. c min = min(min{m regr (x) : x, y ∈ D}, min{y : x, y ∈ D}), and c max = max(max{m regr (x) : x, y ∈ D}, max{y : x, y ∈ D}). In other words, there is no need to plot beyond any of the observed (true) and estimated values in the deployment dataset. This suggests that plots only need to be drawn in this range, as above, since for any c < c min or c > c max we have that Q(c) = 0.
UCE curves
In the previous section we have seen that we can modify the x-axis of the CE plot by using any distribution w. However, it is interesting to analyse the case where w is uniform. This is not because we assume w uniform for selection or evaluation purposes, but just because the plot is much easier to understand as the x-axis is linear w.r.t. the cutoff magnitude. To highlight this choice of distribution for the x-axis, we use the term UCE plots (uniform-distributed cutoff error plots).
Let us illustrate the UCE plots with an example.
Example 2 Consider a regression model m regr which is applied to a dataset with n = 6 instances with true values y i , producing the predicted valuesŷ i and leading to absolute error AE i , shown in the following We can see that the curve in Fig. 4 Proof We just operate with the area under the curve as:
It is easy to see that for each example, whenŷ i < y i , there is a region c <ŷ i < y i where Q i (c) = 0, there is another regionŷ i < c < y i where Q i (c) = 1 and, finally, there is another regionŷ i < y i < c where Q i (c) = 0. As the width of the second region is |y i −ŷ i |, this is the area contributed by example i. A similar rationale can be used whenŷ i > y i . And the area is 0 whenŷ i = y i . So, the inner integral above simplifies: 
Now, by just plugging this into the original equation we get:
These curves show how the MAE is distributed for different ranges of the output variable. In Example 2, we see that both MAE and the area are 2.66. The previous proof and the traditional examplewise decomposition of the MAE as n i=1 AE i suggest an interesting comparison between a diagram where we show each example in the xaxis (sorted by y) with AE i on the y-axis. This is what can be seen in Fig. 4 (right). While the area and the sum on the left plot and the right diagram respectively are the same, they decompose the MAE very differently.
So is MAE an expected error for our binarised regression problem? In order to make this link exact, we have to assume a uniform distribution of the context c,
. If we consider continuous data bounded by c min and c max , the expected error function defined in Definition 3 can be calculated as follows:
This leads to the following corollary of Theorem 1:
Proof This just derives from the fact that Q(c) is always 0 beyond the interval c min and c max and that the uniform distribution is independent of c inside this interval.
In Example 2, this is L u = 2.66
What is the interpretation of this result? While it is a straightforward connection, this gives a new interpretation of the MAE as aggregate performance (more precisely, error) under a set of operating contexts (the cutpoint c). Another possible interpretation of the MAE is probabilistic: "Take a random cutoff c uniformly between c min and c max . The probability that for a random example its y andŷ are not on the same side of the cutoff is linearly related to MAE".
What happens with the retraining approach? What is the interpretation of A UCE for a set of classification models constructed under this procedure? We conclude that the A UCE is the expected error for this procedure as well, but we do not have the connection with any metric for classification. It is important to clarify here that we can actually calculate the MAE of a probabilistic classifier, but this is done by comparing the scores of a classifier with the actual values (0 or 1). The A UCE , in contrast, represents the expected error for the infinite set of crisp classifiers that are generated for all possible cutoffs. In other words, for the retraining approach, A UCE gives the expected error of a procedure, not the performance of a single classifier. 4 The assumption that the range of examples goes from the minimum to the maximum values is unrealistic, as we discussed in the previous section (type 1 in Table 1) . On many occasions, we are only interested in a partial region of interest. While this can perfectly observed in any CE curve, if we want to calculate the expected area for a single region, we can no longer use MAE as an approximation. This is a pity, as when the region is small, the actual distribution is not so relevant, and a flat (uniform) distribution could be a choice, and the UCE plots would fit perfectly. Fortunately, we can still find a connection between MAE and partial areas. In order to see this, we have to clip the values y and its predictionsŷ to fit in the region of interest. Let us first define the clipping of a value.
Definition 5 Given two real numbers a and b with a ≤ b, known as the low and high clipping limits, respectively, the clipping of a value y ∈ R with respect to a and b is defined as
Analogously, the difference between a clipped value and its clipped prediction is called the clipped absolute error cAE,
From here, we can show the following result:
Theorem 2 The expected error (area) for a region of cutoffs where we assume a uniform distribution corresponds to a clipped MAE (cMAE) where all the values (estimated and true) are clipped by the region of interest.
Proof Using a similar rationale to Theorem 1, let us assume certain a and b values as the limits of our region of interest. So, all actual and predicted values have to be clipped w.r.t. the a and b clipping limits. 4 For the interested reader, it is worth mentioning that Theorem 1 is connected to Theorem 11 (and corollary 12) by Hernández-Orallo et al. (2012) , where the expected loss of the score-uniform threshold choice method for a uniform distribution of operating contexts (cost proportions or skews) is shown to be equal to MAE. Two comments must be done, though. First, here we are talking about the MAE of a regression model while in Hernández-Orallo et al. (2012) the result holds for a soft classifier with estimated probabilities between 0 and 1-upon which the MAE is calculated. Second, here the decision rule is taking the operating context into account-the cutoff is used at each point of the curve, while in Hernández-Orallo et al. (2012) the result is obtained by the score-uniform threshold choice method, which completely ignores the operating context. Nevertheless, this is still an interesting connection as both are assuming a uniform distribution of contexts.
Note that the expected error is not given by taking only the subset of examples inside the cutoff interval but rather by using all the examples where both the estimatedŷ and the actual y are clipped. Apart from the notation cMAE, we will use the equivalent term A PUCE , referring to a Partial UCE.
OCE curves
While UCE plots allow for the analysis of dominance regions, and we can derive partial areas when we know the region of interest, what can we do in the case where we do not know the true cutoff distribution or the region (case d in Sect. 2.2), i.e., no information at all about the cutoffs? The use of A UCE as an aggregated error under a range of operating contexts assumes a uniform distribution, which is unrealistic. When we are not given any information about w(c) or any region, one interesting possibility would be to assume that the operating context distribution is induced by the data, i.e.,
where f (c) is the observed probability density function of the data (the a priori distribution for the output values y). This leads us to the following expected error under that observed distribution w o (c):
In other words, we could think of a discrete distribution where w o (c) = 1/n for those c that match a value in the observed data. This is actually what the circles in the UCE plots of Fig Let us define the true rank ratio as follows. Consider that the y i are ordered by ascending order. The true rank ratio is defined as R (i) i−0.5 n , where n is the number of examples. For the continuous case, R(i) is invertible, but we need to work with empirical distributions and a finite set of points. The set of possible exact ratios for an example in a dataset D is denoted by R(D). Assume that there are no ties or there is a way to unequivocally sort the y i by a criterion to resolve them. In this case, R is invertible and we can get a cutoff for every ratio r ∈ R(D), i.e., y R −1 (r ) . So now we could plot n points, with r = R(i) for i = 1 . . . n on the x-axis and Q(y R −1 (r ) ) on the y-axis. But, for the discrete case (the observed distribution), this is not actually a 'curve'. A 'curve' can be obtained by interpolation or by any other way of connecting the points. When n is large, how the points are connected becomes less and less relevant in terms of precision. Nonetheless, we will make a choice such that the area under the resulting curve is exact, i.e., equals the average of the points. In order to do this we 
Basically, these segments are just built by looking for the closest ratio that corresponds to an example. And now we can define a curve for all points:
Definition 7 The output-distributed cutoff error (OCE) curve plots the error (value of Q(r )) as a function of the true rank ratio r ∈ [0, 1].
Note that the 'curve' is not continuous but it is now defined for all r in [0, 1]. Figure  5 (left) shows the OCE curve for Example 2.
We now need to check that our construction has led to a curve whose area A OCE corresponds to L o as for Eq. 2. This is shown next:
Theorem 3 The area under the OCE curve (A OCE ) equals L o .
Proof As the ratios in R(D) are equally spaced at a distance of 1/n (R(i) = i−0.5 n ), we can split the integral of the definition of the area under the OCE curve into n intervals of constantQ:
As all segments have the same width, we have:
Now we have to look at the empirical distribution w o (c), which is equal to 1/n iff c ∈ {y R −1 (r ) |r ∈ R(D)}. Then, from Definition 6, the above expression can be rewritten as:
which is the discrete version of:
since Q(c) is zero outside (c min , c max ), so finally leading to the definition of L o in Eq. 2.
For Example 2, the area under the OCE curve is L o = (0/12 + 2/12 + 1/12 + 1/12 + 0/12 + 1/12) = 0.4166666. Note that this value is different to L u (0.208333), as we are using different distributions for the operating context c.
Therefore, if we are not given further information about the distribution for c or the range of cutoffs, the use of the prior distribution for y as the cutoff distribution is based on the fact that this is the only available knowledge to address the problem. In addition, a practical reason is that the calculation of the new measure is extremely simple. In the case of retraining, we just need to retrain a classification model and calculate its Q(c) for every cutoff c found in the test set (i.e., those with w o (c) = 1/n). But interestingly, for reframing, we just train one regression model and the curve can be calculated analytically, as we can calculate Q(c) by comparing y andŷ. This procedure has order in O(n 2 ). This original expression and this way of calculating the A OCE correspond to the following interpretation:
Interpretation 1 The area under the OCE curve (A OCE ) for a regression model can be interpreted as follows: "Take a random test example j and make the cutoff c equal its true value y j . The probability that for another random example i its y i andŷ i are not on the same side of this cutoff c is the A OCE ".
The above interpretation is related to the typology "who's above me" seen in Sect. 2. This is a common question whenever a group of people are given a score and we have an estimation of this score. If any individual uses the estimator for any other individual, the probability that the estimator places the second above or below the first incorrectly is the area under the OCE curve. The interpretation follows formally from expression in Eq. 3, which can be rewritten as
According to Eq. 1, if we assume equal unitary costs we have that Q i (c) = 0 if the example is correctly classified and 1 otherwise, i.e., whether the example is misclassified or not according to cutoff c.
In the previous section we compared the UCE plots with an AE diagram (see Fig.  4 ). We can do a similar decomposition for OCE plots:
where IR i is known as the interposition ratio, the proportion of actual values that can be found betweenŷ i and y i , more formally defined as follows:
where the examples are assumed to be sorted by their true values.
Proof We start from the definition of L o and proceed as we did in Theorem 1:
As we argued in the proof of Theorem 1, Q i (c) is 1 only when c is betweenŷ i and y i . So, we can express this as:
As w o is defined from the distribution of actual values y, then the inner integral represents the proportion of actual values that can be found betweenŷ i and y i , which is exactly IR i .
This is a new interpretation of A OCE :

Interpretation 2 The area under the OCE curve (A OCE ) for a regression model can be interpreted as follows: "Take a random test example i, the expected proportion of examples j whose true value y j is betweenŷ i and y i corresponds to the area under the OCE curve".
Clearly the closerŷ i and y i are the less likely another example can be interposed in between. This interpretation further clarifies that the area under the OCE curves is independent of a linear transformation of the magnitudes of the problem (unlike the area under the UCE, which is MAE and obviously depends on the magnitudes). Imagine that we predict 10 but it is actually 15 (an error of −5). Then the number of actual values between 10 and 15 is interesting, because it tells us whether this error is high or low, in terms of how many of the other examples can go "misclassified" in between. If we do this for the whole dataset, we have the area under the OCE. This independence of the magnitude of the output variable (or the threshold) gives an extra practical advantage for the use of OCE curves and its areas, if we do not have any other better choice.
The values of IR i for each example are shown on Fig. 5 (right) . This new way of calculating A OCE is more efficient than the original one, as for each example, the calculation of IR i is in O(log n) using a binary search, as the examples are assumed to be sorted by y. For n examples we have O(n log n), which is equal to the order of previously sorting the examples.
The concept of interposition ratio is interesting as it is a component that corresponds to the AE in the UCE plots and leads to a more efficient calculation of the A OCE . This exemplifies that A OCE is a metric that is somewhat in between a residual-based metric and a ranking metric. However, an examplewise decomposition of the A UCE loses our view of this metric as performance (or error) over a range of contexts c, which is well illustrated by the OCE plots.
So let us focus again on the OCE curve and its area. First, we will look at a more elaborate example than the previous toy examples. We will work with the running Example 1 with the Zillow data of Fig. 2 . We randomly split the 799 examples in the dataset into 400 examples to train a linear regression, and the rest (399) were used for test (deployment). Figure 6 shows the UCE and OCE curves of this model. The first thing that we observe in these two plots is that they are significantly different. The plots show the median of the actual value as a vertical dotted line. This is very illustrative, as half of the examples are on the left, and they are clearly under-represented by the UCE plot, as this part is much narrower on the UCE plot than on the OCE plot. In fact, the contribution of this part for the A UCE (i.e., the MAE) is small, while this is half of the plot for A OCE . We can explain this by looking at a histogram of the output values again (Fig. 2, bottom) . The distribution is asymmetrical and far from uniform. Consequently, it is not very appropriate in this case to consider a uniform distribution of cutoffs from 0 to 1,000,000, when 75 % of the examples are below 300,000. The reframing approach used the five regression models, calculating the values of Q for each of them on the test set using the cutoffs. For the retraining approaches, the models Clas-Pos and Clas-Neg are fixed and always output positive and negative respectively. For the Clas-Maj, we converted the numerical output of the training set into a binary label for each cutoff and then we constructed (for each case) a new constant classifier from each modified training set outputting the majority class (note that this actually leads to only two different classifiers that are just chosen depending on the cutoff). For the three trivial classifier models, the final step is that they are applied to the binarised test set directly for each cutoff. Table 2 for the Zillow Data (Example 1) Figure 7 shows their plots. We see that the models Regr-Max (always predicting ∞) and Clas-Pos (always predicting the positive class) are equivalent (ascending diagonal in the OCE plot).
Similarly, we see that Regr-Min and Clas-Neg are equivalent (descending diagonal in the OCE plot). The Regr-Avg (mean = 252,485) performs very poorly here, as the distribution is highly asymmetrical and can only switch from the ascending diagonal to the descending diagonal very late. In contrast, the Regr-Med (median = 177,858) and Clas-Maj (the model outputting the majority class), which are equivalent, take about half of the ascending diagonal and about half of the descending diagonal in the OCE plot. Note that the Regr-Bad approach has better performance with a worse estimation of the median, as it will get closer to either Regr-Max or Regr-Min. The inflection point for Regr-Med, Clas-Maj and Regr-Bad is not exactly where the diagonals cross (true rank ratio 0.5 in the OCE plot), because the median in the test set is slightly different (184128) from the training set.
Finally, Fig. 7 shows the differences between UCE and OCE plots and the way in which the trivial models are shown as (combinations of) straight segments in the OCE plots. We also see clearly the difference between the mean model and the median model. There is plenty of information in these plots about the best and worst that can be done in this binarised regression problem. In general, this suggests the use of the median and majority models as baselines for this kind of problem.
From here, it is now the moment to show some easy properties of the OCE plots. n . As a result, the OCE curves also coincide for both approaches. (0.5, 0.5) in the OCE plot.
Theorem 6 If the train and test medians are equal the median model is inflected at
Proof As we are assuming that the y i values are in ascending order, the median corresponds to the cutoff placed at the middle point, which is i = n+1 2 (assuming n is even), whose true rank ratio is R(i) = 
A similar rationale works in approximately the same way when n is odd. Note that the above result does not depend on n, so the maximum is always achievable for any value of n. Nonetheless, for n → ∞ we have the first half of the values decreasing smoothly from 1 to 0.5 and the second half of the values increasing smoothly from 0.5 to 1.
The maximum value for regression models can be obtained as we have seen in the above theorem, provided we choose the test median or we estimate it perfectly. For the classification approach if we choose a very bad classifier for each cutoff we can theoretically have an A OCE of 1.
Corollary 2 When the train and test medians are equal, the A OCE of the Regr-Med and Clas-Maj approaches 0.25.
Proof From Theorem 6 we see that the inflection point is at 0.5. When the number of examples goes to infinity the curve of the Regr-Med converges to the ascending diagonal in the first part and the descending diagonal in the second part, by using the same rationale that we used in Theorem 5. Clearly, the area of this triangle is 0.25.
Case study
In order to illustrate the binarised regression problem and the application of the plots and metrics we have seen in the previous sections, we are going to work with an illustrative example. This is the Zillow Data introduced in the running Example 1 in Sect. 1 with the cuttoff distribution extracted from the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (2013) (see Fig. 2, top) .
We study the behaviour of eight techniques for this problem using RWeka (Hornik et al. 2009; Hall et al. 2009 ) and R, as shown in Table 3 . We chose five regression techniques for the reframing procedure (cutoff after prediction): linear regression (Regr-LnR), quantile regression (Regr-qr) 5 (Koenker 2005) , k-nearest neighbours (kNN) (Brooks 2007) considering mean (Regr-kNN-mean) and median (Regr-kNNmedian) among the neighbours for estimating predictions, and regression trees (Regr-M5P); and three classification techniques for the retraining procedure (cutoff before training): logistic regression (Clas-LgR), nearest neighbours (Clas-IBk) and decision trees (Clas-J48). All parameters were chosen by default in Weka, except for KNN, where we set the parameter k (number of neighbours) to 10. Our intention is to have three families: linear functions, lazy methods and trees, with two similar algorithms for regression and classification, so that the comparison could be more meaningful. The introduction of two linear regression methods was meant to compare one method that optimises MSE (Regr-LnR) and a method that optimises MAE (Regr-qr), given the connection seen between A UCE and MAE. In a similar way, we compare two versions of the k-nearest neighbours: one method that optimises MSE (Regr-kNN-mean) and a method that optimises MAE (Regr-kNN-median) (Hastie et al. 2001 ). We first split the dataset into 67 % train and 33 % test. For the five reframing approaches we learned the regression model once on the training set, and then we used the cutoffs for calculating the values of Q for each of them on the test set. For the three retraining approaches we converted the numerical output of the training set into a binary label for each cutoff and then we learned (for each case) a new classifier from each modified training set (note the computational cost of retraining so many models, one for each cutoff). Then each classifier was applied to the test set with each cutoff.
For the uniform distribution (the UCE plots), we generated n cutoffs (with n being the number of examples in the test set), but regularly distributed between the minimum and maximum values of all the true and predicted values. This mimics a uniform distribution. For the observed distribution (the OCE plots), we also generated n cutoffs, using the actual values on the test set as cutoffs. We calculated the areas under both curves for the eight methods as well as several additional metrics for the regression models in the reframing approach. Note that we cannot derive other metrics for the retraining approach, as there is no metric in the literature that evaluates a set of classifiers for a range of cutoffs. In fact, the area under the UCE and OCE curves, which both can be calculated for both the reframing (regression) and retraining (classification) approaches, is one of the main contributions of this paper, as they provide new measures for the binarised regression problem for both approaches (and the A UCE is equivalent to MAE for the reframing approach, as we saw). Table 4 shows the areas Metrics shown the area under the UCE and OCE curves for all approaches, and the mean absolute error (MAE), the mean squared error (MSE), the error variance (divided by n instead of n − 1) and bias, as well as the Pearson, Spearman and Kendall correlation coefficients for the approaches based on regression models (reframing) of the UCE and OCE curves for each of the eight approaches and some other metrics for the reframing (regression) methods.
We can see some interesting things here. The methods based on classification (retraining) are equal or better than the methods based on regression. We cannot conclude anything from just one dataset (more datasets will be considered in Sect. 7). The results for Regr-kNN (mean and median) and Clas-kNN are close in A OCE . In theory, as they use the same algorithm and the neighbours are calculated with the same features, the results should be very similar, but not always equal. 6 The metrics A UCE and A OCE are useful for comparing the two different procedures under the same rule, something that we cannot do with the other metrics. However, the measures do not show whether the curves cross and whether there are different dominance regions. This is shown by the CE, UCE and OCE plots. Figure 8 shows the UCE and OCE plots, including the eight approaches. Given the different distributions, in the OCE plot, it is much easier to differentiate the eight models. We also have the diagonals for reference (representing the median model). In fact, we see that some models go beyond the diagonal on the left, which means that they are worse than the median model for low cutoffs (especially Regr-LnR, which has worse behaviour for the 10 % lowest cutoffs (output value below 80,000 approximately). The OCE plot and the corresponding areas are more meaningful (and clear) than the original uniform distribution in the UCE plots. Not only are the differences magnified but also the area gives more relevance to those cutoffs that correspond to more frequent values of the output values.
If we look at the models, we see that the curves for Regr-kNN (median and mean) and Clas-kNN are very close. However, for Reg-LnR and Class-LgR and the two decision trees, the behaviour is notably different. In this particular case, it seems that Regr-LnR, Reg-M5P and Reg-qr can be safely discarded, as they are dominated for any possible cutoff. We are also interested in the way dominance regions can be identified. Figure  9 shows the same eight models learned with 50 % of the dataset and evaluated on different halves of the remaining data. This tries to emulate the common use of these curves to select and discard models and then use them for different deployment data. In other words, the left plot mimics the evaluation and selection with validation data and the right plot mimics the performance on deployment data. Despite the fact that this is a small dataset (799 examples), we can still identify which models present the better performance and the regions on one dataset and use them for the other. We can also determine which models can be directly discarded because they are dominated by other models for all the range of possible cuttoffs. In this case we can reject Regr-LnR, Reg-M5P and Reg-qr (although Regr-M5P dominates for a small region on the right plot). We will explore this use of OCE and CE plots in the experiments of Sect. 7.
We can get more insight from this problem if we look at the behaviour when the training set becomes smaller. Figure 10 shows the OCE plots where the training set is now 33 % (left) and 10 % (right). We see a gradual trend if we also compare with Fig. 8 (right) . We see that performance is increasingly degraded for all the methods in general. We see a very dramatic degradation for Clas-J48, while its companion, Reg-M5P, stays relatively constant. We find a similar behaviour in the two methods based on linear models and in the regression versions of kNN. An explanation for this phenomenon is that when the dataset becomes smaller, the discretisation stage before training reduces the available information significantly, and the models are worse, especially those with risk of overfitting (linear models seem to be more robust here). This is related to the discretisation (binarisation) procedure, which creates imbalanced datasets for very low and very high cutoffs.
All this suggests that there is a dilemma for the retraining approach using classification. If the training dataset is small, the results may be poorer than for reframing.
However, if the training dataset is large, retraining seems better, but keeping the training data forever and retraining each time a new cutoff is given becomes expensive.
In this section we have seen that the OCE plots are very informative about the behaviour of several approaches and techniques for a real dataset. Some intuitive rationales, however, have made upon one (illustrative) dataset. The following section analyses some of these issues more systematically.
Experiments comparing retraining and reframing
In this section we aim at establishing whether some of the observations in the previous section hold in general. In order to do that, we will analyse the performance of the reframing and retraining approaches over several datasets for different regression and classification techniques respectively. Table 5 includes a summary of the features of the twenty datasets that we use: 7 number of instances; number of attributes; average, standard deviation, median, maximum and minimum of the target value; and the parameters of the Beta distribution used to model the actual distribution of cutoffs (when α = β = 1 the distribution is actually uniform), and the range of the target value employed for it. This range is in percentage w.r.t. the minimum and maximum values of the output value in the dataset.
In our analysis, we investigate the influence of the range of the cutoff region, considering narrow ranges those <50 % of the complete range, i.e., datasets 1, 2, 3, 8 and 19. We also analyse the influence of small versus large datasets. We consider a dataset small if the number of instances is < 1000, i.e., datasets 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 17 and 20 . Finally, we also distinguish those datasets that are evaluated with a uniform-distributed cutoff distribution (1, 2, 3), those with an output-distributed cutoff distribution (5, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 15, 20) using values of α and β that resemble the output distribution, and the rest (with other distributions using other parameters of α and β).
The goals of the experiments are:
-Analyse whether a method that optimises MSE is worse or better than a similar method that optimises MAE. -Analyse the two alternative solutions for the binarised regression problem: retraining and reframing. -Analyse whether the hybrid model (using the best model for each cutoff region it dominates) is best, or the selection of one single model using some aggregated measure can also be good. -Analyse the items above depending on different actual cutoff distributions, wide versus narrow ranges, size of datasets, etc.
We consider the following experimental scenario. Each dataset is split into a training dataset (50 %) and test dataset (50 %). For Table 9 , the partition is (50 %) for training, (25 %) for validation (model selection) and (25 %) for test (model evaluation). As we did in Sect. 6 we use three different families of learning methods: linear models (linear regression and quantile regression), K-nearest neighbours (median and mean versions Number of instances, number of attributes; average, standard deviation, median, maximum and minimum of the target value; parameters of the Beta distribution used to model the actual distribution of cutoffs and range of the target value employed for it (in percentage w.r.t. the minimum and maximum values of the dataset). Last column shows which type each dataset belongs to (see Table 1) for regression) and Decision trees (M5P), all with the same configuration as shown in Table 3 . In order to increase the significance of the results we perform ten iterations for each dataset. In these cases we estimate the same metrics we used for the case study in the previous section, as shown in Table 4 with the following variations. In order to take the range of cutoffs into account, we will use A PUCE instead of A UCE . Analogously, we also include the A CE as a measure to better analyse case b. When not specified, the models in subsequent tables are evaluated with the true cutoff distribution, A CE .
We first analyse in Table 6 the two alternative solutions for the binarised regression problem: retraining and reframing. For linear regression we only use LnR (not qr) and for kNN we only use the mean version (not the median version). The results of this table are difficult to synthesise, but we see that generally models based on decision trees give good results for both the retraining and the reframing approaches. However, we can find some datasets (e.g. 7, 8, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19) where Logistic Regression is obtaining a better performance than J48 in the retraining scenario, whilst the situation is inverse in the reframing scenario. On the other hand, A PUCE approximates the MAE quite well for the Regr-LnR approach and for those datasets with a wide range of cutoffs (type 1, 3 and 5), being the values slightly different because the A PUCE is approximated with a finite number of points. Overall, for small datasets reframing methods seem competitive against retraining methods. For large datasets, however, the retraining approach looks generally better. Nonetheless, large datasets represent a situation where retraining requires more computational time. In summary, depending on the application a trade-off should be found.
In Table 7 we compare the default linear regression method (Regr-LnR, which uses quantitative response optimisation of MSE) with the quantile regression (Regr-qr, which optimises for MAE). Some values are missing because some predictions were null for Regr-qr. With this experiment we try to analyse whether the methods that are devised for MAE are better for the binarised regression problem, as the connection between this problem and the MAE metric may suggest. At first sight, we observe that it is true that linear regression and quantile regression optimise for different metrics. This is obvious in datasets 9, 12, 13, 19 and 20. But if we look at the columns A CE , A PUCE or A OCE , we do not see that the results are better for Regr-qr always (it is only the case for 6, 12, 13, 15 and 20) . In fact, Regr-LnR obtains better results than Regr-qr for MAE and MSE in datasets 1, 5 and 17. For the rest of datasets, the differences between both methods are small. Therefore, we think that we cannot yet conclude that optimising regression models for MAE is necessarily better than optimising them for MSE for the binarised regression problem.
A similar analysis is shown in Table 8 . Here we compare two versions of the knearest neighbours: one method that optimises MSE (Regr-kNN-mean) and a method that optimises MAE (Regr-kNN-med) (Hastie et al. 2001 ). The results show the effect of these optimisations in most of the datasets: Regr-kNN-mean usually gets better performance in MSE while Regr-kNN-med obtains better results in MAE. In this case we have more evidence than for the linear regression case.
In Table 9 we aggregate all techniques per dataset and compare model selection when one single model is chosen using different aggregated measures (A CE , A OCE or A PUCE ) with hybrid models and the best for the test. The first three are chosen as options Table 6 Results for the 20 datasets of Table 5 We use 3 techniques for reframing (qr and kNNmean are excluded here) and 3 techniques for retraining as in Table 3 Table 7 Results of linear regression and quantile regression The last two columns show two ideal models for comparison: the optimal hybrid model using the test set and the model with lowest area using the true cutoff distribution on the test set for model selection using the validation data for the cases b (the cutoff distribution is known), d (nothing is known so we assume output-distributed cutoffs) and c (the partial cutoff range is known) respectively, as described in Sect. 2.2. These are denoted by V al CE , V al OCE and V al PUCE in the table. In addition, we compare with a hybrid model (using the best model for each cutoff region it dominates) combining the models where they are best (denoted by V al H ybrid ). For all of them, we use the true distribution for model evaluation with the test set. We also add two ideal (unreachable) models for comparison: the optimal hybrid model using the test set, denoted by T est H ybrid , and the model with lowest area using the true cutoff distribution on the test set (denoted by T est CE ). What we see in these results is that the selection method using the aggregated measures for the whole range (V al CE , V al OCE ) are equal, i.e., they always choose the same model in all cases. The use of a partial region makes things slightly different for a few datasets (2, 6, 7, 8, 14 and 20) , and indistinguishable (equal) for the rest. All the datasets showing difference are of small size, so this may be caused by a high variability in the curves for small validation sets, as we saw in the analysis of the test case. The interesting thing is when we compare the best single method with a hybrid method. We see that the hybrid method, which was supposed to be better and independent of the distribution, is indeed better in some cases but worse in others. There seems to be no pattern for this depending on the size of the dataset or the true cutoff distribution. This suggests that the choice of one single model using A CE , A OCE or A PUCE can be a reasonably good option in comparison to keeping several models for different regions. In the end, this shows that these aggregated metrics show a good behaviour even if the distribution is different to the one used for the aggregation.
Related work
This work has focussed on a common problem where the dependent variable is given as numeric but the decision is binary according to a cutoff. This can be seen as a hybrid between regression and classification, which can actually be solved by regression and classification methods, as we have seen. The idea of solving one kind of problem by adapting techniques for other problems is not uncommon in the literature (Pan and Yang 2010) . In this way, multiclass classification can be solved with binary classification, and ordinal regression is frequently addressed with classification and regression. Also, some classification techniques were originally regression techniques and vice versa (e.g. logistic regression, kNN, neural networks, SVM, etc.). Regarding the connection between regression and classification, we find in the literature that regression problems can be addressed by using classification techniques. Thus, 'quantile regression' is solved by Langford et al. (2012) by learning a family of binary classifiers c t with t ∈ [0, 1] that are then used to make more accurate q-quantile estimations; 'regression' is solved by first discretising the problem for learning a classifier and then transforming their outputs into numeric values as by Torgo and Gama (1996) and Kocjan and Kononenko (2009) (that uses cost-sensitive classification). Note that, in the mentioned approaches the original 'regression problem' does not change but is solved by using classification techniques whereas our approach addresses the more general situation in which a regression problem (at the learning time) is turned into a classification one (at the deployment time). A somewhat related approach for the opposite case, i.e., turning a classification problem into a regression one, is presented by Langford and Zadrozny (2005) , where the authors defined an algorithm to transform a binary classification problem into the problem of estimating class probability membership. In our case the connection between regression and classification originates from a particular kind of problem. In addition, we have a volatile cutoff, so the mapping cannot be done once and for all. Either the context is applied to the training set or the decision rule has to take it into account. So our work is more closely related to an area of research that is concerned about model generation, adaptation and evaluation when we consider volatile conditions at deployment time (Hsu and Knoblock 1998; Yang et al. 2006) . This context can be parametrised in the form of loss functions, output variable distribution, attribute costs, etc. In this scenario, there is an increasingly common perspective of addressing this problem by using graphical representations where the context can appear in one or more of the axes of the plot. In these plots, we can determine dominance models if the context regions are given, or otherwise we can estimate the expected loss for a range or distribution of context. Many of these works are inspired by ROC analysis (Swets et al. 2000; Fawcett 2006 ) and ROC isometrics (Flach 2003) , which were originally introduced for binary classification. Just for classification there are many other representations, such as cost curves Holte 2000, 2006) , DET curves (Martin et al. 1997) , lift charts (Piatetsky-Shapiro and Masand 1999), and calibration maps (Cohen and Goldszmidt 2004) . A survey on graphical methods of predictive performance evaluation for classification can be found by Prati et al. (2011) . The connection of many of these graphical representation with the existing performance metrics for classification is becoming more clear throughout the years (Ferri et al. 2009; Hernández-Orallo et al. 2012) .
However, the interest in adapting graphical representations for regression is more recent, and we can find the so-called regression error characteristic (REC) curves (Bi and Bennett 2003) and the Regression Error Characteristic Surfaces (Torgo 2005) , which rely on the concept of tolerance, in order to consider that an error (which can be the squared error, the absolute deviation or any other loss function) is admissible or not. The surfaces also include an additional dimension for the output value. The notion of context is then very different for REC curves and surfaces, as it is the tolerance to the magnitude of the error (and the range of the output value for the surfaces) and not the sign of the error, as with the binarised regression transformation to classification. In other words, in REC curves and surfaces, the regression model is evaluated in a discretised way as for having an error below or above the tolerance or the output in a region, but not the output below or above a cutoff. The so-called partial REC curves, also introduced in Torgo (2005) , may look similar to our analysis of the CE curves for partial regions of the cutoff. However, partial REC curves show the behaviour of the model for a subset of examples according to a range of output values, whereas "partial" CE curves analyse all the examples with a partial range of cutoffs. This difference is well illustrated by the newly introduced notion of clipped MAE, which is not a MAE for a subset of examples but a MAE for which the absolute error is clipped for all examples according to the cutoff region. Overall, the notion of context in REC curves and surfaces is quite different to the notion of cutoff, and REC curves and surfaces are intended for the general problem of regression. Note that we can plot CE curves for a set of classification models, as for the retraining approach, which is obviously impossible for REC curves or surfaces.
Other graphical representations for regression that lead to a metric are the ROC curves for regression (RROC curves) (Hernández-Orallo 2013) . In this case, the loss is the asymmetric cost and the area under the ROC curves for regression is shown to be the error variance. While there might be interesting connections to unveil between ROC curves for regression and the UCE and OCE curves, yet again the problem that the ROC curves for regression address is traditional regression, where the asymmetry of the cost is the operating context.
Finally, the approach that may look more closely related to this paper is an understanding of regression models as rankers (Rosset et al. 2007 ). Here, Rosset et al. stated the problem as being able to select the p percent of examples with higher output value, focussing on order and the magnitudes being consequently irrelevant. In fact, they establish connections with two rank correlation coefficients: Spearman and Kendall. The difference between our paper and the curves shown in Rosset et al. (2007) (e.g. the rank plots in Fig. 1 in that paper) is very significant. There, the magnitudes of the predictions are not important, just the ranks. In our case, the magnitude of the prediction is very important. For instance, just adding a constant value to all predictions leaves all the metrics and analysis by Rosset et al. (2007) unchanged, while for our curves this clearly increases the expected loss as the binarised regression problem is clearly affected. But it is true that they understand regression in a different way, or as a different task, converting a regression dataset into a ranking decision problem. Nonetheless, on many occasions, that problem is not very realistic. Let us consider the case study proposed by Rosset et al. (2007) as an example of how the magnitude of the scores is important in order to reach the optimal solution. In this case study, the IBM wallet of customers for information technology products is used for evaluating and comparing models using a ranking-based measure. The authors suggest that the profit would be optimised by only considering the 10 % of the total amount of companies (top companies). Let us now propose a different scenario where an important percentage of the spending in this top range (let us say 90 %), is gathered together by the first half of these 10 % of top companies, but with the same ranking previously obtained. In this case, it will surely be more convenient to the company to reduce the number of companies down to 5 %. Therefore, differences between both scenarios (with the same ranking) are henceforth very significant.
Summing up, to the best of our knowledge, the area under the OCE curves is not related to any existing metric. It counts mismatches but takes the magnitude into account, so it is a sort of hybrid between a ranking metric (such as Spearman or Kendall coefficient) and a residual-based metric (such as MAE or MSE). The two interpretations that we have given to A OCE reflect this hybrid character.
Conclusions
In this paper we have identified what is certainly not a new task but that, to our knowledge, has not been isolated as a standalone data mining task. We have used the term 'binarised regression task', as this problem is mostly characterised by a binarisation of a regression-like data when confronted by decision of whether the value is above or below a given cutoff. This means that once the cutoff is given, the loss metric is just a 0/1 loss, as in binary classification. By focussing on this task, its evaluation and two different kinds of solutions, we have better understood how to characterise it and address it more systematically.
We have seen with a case study that by using the graphical tools that we have proposed it is relatively easy to determine the dominance ranges where each model is best. However, the experiments for many datasets show that if we just focus on the overall metric these regions are not as decisive. Also, we have seen that none of the two kinds of families is best in general, although the retraining approach is more inefficient and behaves more poorly with small training sets. However, we cannot tell a priori what is small or big, as this depends on the problem. This means that each particular case requires a detailed examination. This lack of a clear pattern also supports the idea of having plots and metrics to evaluate each case, as one method can be good for one problem but very bad for other problems.
The main take-away message of this paper is that if a data mining or machine learning practitioner faces a binarised regression task, our recommendation is that s/he should not treat it as a classical regression task, relying exclusively on MSE or other classical regression metrics. We suggest to try, if possible, different techniques under the reframing and retraining procedures and plot their UCE and OCE curves. If we have some information about the regions of cutoffs that are most important, we should focus our selection on those areas. If we do not have such information and we want an overall metric to choose upon, we could calculate the integral using an expected distribution of cutoffs. If we do not have reliable information about the distribution of cutoffs, we suggest to use the observed distribution on the deployment situation. If a data mining or machine learning practitioner wants to do all this, it is really straightforward. A complete library in R for doing this is available at http://www. dsic.upv.es/~flip/BinarisedRegression/ and can tune their techniques or compare with a repository of 20 binarised regression problems there.
There are clearly many possible continuations and connections of this work. For instance, while we have considered a 1/0 loss, there might be cases where an asymmetric misclassification cost could also be used. In other words, while the application areas we discussed in the introduction are characterised by a cutoff that is set as an all-or-nothing criterion, it is not uncommon that false positives and false negatives may have different costs. This suggests that the cost proportion could be an additional parameter of our context, and plots and metrics could be extended with an extra dimension, with two axes for the context. Nonetheless, the cutoff distribution and the cost distribution will rarely be independent, and we can analyse this dependency or even reduce this to a single parameter.
Also, the problem that we address in this paper is binarised regression. Why if we had more than two classes? For instance, the general discretised regression problem could be considered (which is not the same as, but might be related to, ordinal regression), with b categories or bins and b − 1 cutoffs. This general problem is more complex as we would need to consider distributions for two or more cutoffs. As a result, more knowledge (or assumptions) would be required to evaluate the models for a range of cutoffs. This would affect the metrics and also the plots. For b categories, we would require b − 1 dimensions. One option to simplify the problem would be the use of a cascade of binary decisions, which would be useful for those cases with b small, reusing much of this work. A second option could be considered for those cases with three bins where the middle bin is associated with no action (e.g. sell if below first cutoff, buy if above second cutoff and do nothing in between). This could be related to the problem of abstaining classifiers (Ferri and Hernández-Orallo 2004; Pietraszek 2007) . A third option would be to assume all bins with the same width. In this overly simplified case, we would have one parameter as context (and not a distribution) and we could try to understand the behaviour of models depending on how many bins are going to be considered in application time.
Finally, we have only analysed two possible approaches for this problem: retraining using crisp classification methods and reframing using regression models. However, we think that there are many other possibilities here to be explored, such as the exploration of techniques that try to improve MAE (such as the quantile regression explored here), the clipped MAE or A OCE , the use of soft classification methods or soft regres-sion methods (Hernández-Orallo 2014) under the reframing paradigm, labelling the training dataset using the median as fixed cutoff and leaving a mapping of classifier scores to cutoffs for deployment time (by using a table, an approximate function or a calibration technique). This could relate this problem with some threshold choice methods in classification, most especially the scoredriven and the ratedriven methods (Hernández-Orallo et al. 2012) .
